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Semiring Rank Matrix Factorisation
Thanh Le Van, Siegfried Nijssen, Matthijs van Leeuwen, Luc De Raedt
Abstract—Rank data, in which each row is a complete or partial ranking of available items (columns), is ubiquitous. Among others, it
can be used to represent preferences of users, levels of gene expression, and outcomes of sports events. It can have many types of
patterns, among which consistent rankings of a subset of the items in multiple rows, and multiple rows that rank the same subset of the
items highly. In this article, we show that the problems of finding such patterns can be formulated within a single generic framework that
is based on the concept of semiring matrix factorisation. In this framework, we employ the max-product semiring rather than the
plus-product semiring common in traditional linear algebra. We apply this semiring matrix factorisation framework on two tasks: sparse
rank matrix factorisation and rank matrix tiling. Experiments on both synthetic and real world datasets show that the framework is
capable of discovering different types of structure as well as obtaining high quality solutions.
Index Terms—Rank data, rank matrix factorisation, pattern set mining, rank matrix tiling, integer programming, semiring, max-product.
F
1 INTRODUCTION
We develop a generic framework for unsupervised discov-
ery of regularities (patterns) in rank data. In this type of data,
each row (transaction) is a complete or a partial ranking of
the available columns (items). Rank data naturally occurs in
many situations of interest. Consider, for instance, cycling
competitions where the items are the cyclists and each trans-
action corresponds to a race, or a business context, where the
items are companies and the transactions specify the rank of
their quotation for a particular service. In social sciences,
rank data has been used to represent users’ preferences
over their favorite countries [1], presidency candidates [2],
[3] or products [4]. In biology, rank data has been used
to represent the levels of gene expression [5], [1]. In sport
analytics, rank data has been used to rank sport teams [6].
In general, ranking forms a natural abstraction for purely
numeric data, which often arises in practice and may be
noisy or imprecise. Especially when the rows are incom-
parable, i.e., when they contain measurements on different
scales, transforming the data to rankings may result in a
more informative representation [1], [7], [8].
While rank data is ubiquitous, only few data mining
methods have been developed for rank data analysis. Excep-
tions include the work by Ben-Dor et al., [5], who proposed a
probabilistic model to discover a fix-sized order-preserving
rectangle; and the work by Henzgen et al., [9], who pro-
posed an algorithm to enumerate frequent order-preserving
items. We also contributed a rank matrix tiling method [1] to
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discover ranked tiles, which are data rectangles having high
ranks. Each of these works aimed at a single type of rank
pattern and they did not aim at a general framework for
different types of rank pattern set mining, i.e., a small, non-
redundant set of patterns globally describing the structure
of the data [10].
Matrix factorisation has been used in many fields such
as data mining [11], [12], recommender systems [13] and
bioinformatics [14]. Depending on the constraints on the
data or the patterns users are interested in, one applies
different forms of matrix factorisation. For example, if the
given data has non-negative value constraints, non-negative
matrix factorisation [15] can be employed; if users are in-
terested in sparse features, sparse dictionary learning [16]
can be considered. Although matrix factorisation has been
extensively studied, it cannot be applied directly to rank
data due to the fact that the linear algebra used in the
traditional matrix factorisation methods does not provide a
way to aggregate/sum rankings over items (see Section 2).
Another class of methods that have been developed
to find patterns in numerical data are biclustering meth-
ods [17], which are particularly popular in bioinformatics;
however, biclustering algorithms for the rank data settings
studied in this article do not currently exist either.
Our contributions can be summarised as followed. First,
we introduce a generic Semiring Rank Matrix Factorisation
framework named sRMF for mining sets of patterns in rank
data. Second, we show that the sRMF framework generalises
our conference papers [1] and [7]. In [7] we introduced rank
matrix factorisation as a model to mine rank pattern sets,
and in [1] we studied tiling in rank data. Using the semiring
abstraction, both problems can be studied within the same
generic framework. This does not only lead to a more
general framework; it also leads to improved performance.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. We intro-
duce the sRMF framework in Section 2. Then, we demon-
strate how to apply the framework on the two problem in-
stances, including Sparse RMF [7] and rank matrix tiling [1],
in Sections 3 and 4 respectively. Experiments are presented
in Section 6 and 7. We discuss related work in Section 8 and
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conclude in Section 9.
2 SEMIRING RANK MATRIX FACTORISATION
(SRMF)
In this section, we first illustrate the rank pattern set mining
problem. Next, we explain the reason why the traditional
matrix factorisation approaches based on linear algebra
cannot be directly used for mining rank data. Then, we
introduce the semiring rank matrix factorisation framework.
Definition 1 (Rank matrix). An m × n matrix M is a rank
matrix iff Mr,c ∈ σ, for all 1 ≤ r ≤ m and 1 ≤ c ≤ n,
where σ = {1, 2, ..., n} ∪ {0}.
In our setting, columns are items or products that need to
be ranked; rows are rankings of items. Matrix entry Mr,c
indicates that column c is ranked Mr,cth for row r. The rank
value 0 has a special meaning. It denotes unknown rankings.
For example, in rating datasets, some items are not rated.
Such items will have rank value 0.
Many different types of patterns can exist in rank ma-
trices. We will first discuss the intuitions behind two such
pattern types.




1 2 3 4 5 6
1 2 3 4 5 6
2 3 5 6 4 1
2 3 5 6 1 4

In red and blue we indicated parts of the matrix in which
the rank is consistent for a subset of rows and columns of
the matrix: for instance, in the first two rows, the ranks
of the items are identical. Red and blue here highlight
patterns in the matrix.




1 2 5 4 6 3
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 3 2 4 5 6
2 3 5 6 4 1
2 3 5 6 1 4

In red and blue we indicated subsets of columns and
rows in which the ranks are greater than 3 (the average
rank). These subsets of rows and columns point towards
patterns in the data; while the rank within these patterns
may be consistent, this is not necessarily the case, as
illustrated by the red pattern.
The aim of this article is to present a generic framework
that is expressive and flexible enough to model and discover
small sets of these different types of rank patterns. Our main
observation is that finding such small sets of patterns can be
formalised as a rank factorisation problem.
Definition 2 (Rank matrix factorisation). Given a rank
matrix M ∈ σm×n and an integer k, find a matrix
C∗ ∈ {0, 1}m×k and a matrix F∗ ∈ σk×np such that:




• f(, ) is a scoring function that measures the similarity
between matrices;
•  is an operator that creates a data matrix based on
two factor matrices;
• σp ⊆ σ is a set of permissible values in σ.
Intuitively, in matrix F the rows Fi,: indicate partial rank-
ings. Columns C:,i of matrix C indicate in which rows
the corresponding partial ranking appears. The following
example illustrates this intuition for Example 1.
Example 3 (Rank matrix factorisation). The patterns for
Example 1 can be represented as follows using two







 F = (1 2 3 4 5 62 3 5 6 0 0
)
This factorisation summarises matrix M with two rank
vectors: one is the full rank vector u = (1, 2, 3, 4, 5),
which appears in row 1 and row 2 of the matrix, and
the other is the partial rank vector v = (2, 3, 5, 6, 0, 0),
which appears in the last two rows.
A first important choice that needs to be made in this
framework concerns the choice for the operator . An
obvious choice for this operator may be to use the traditional
matrix product. However, this choice causes problems.








1 2 5 6 0 0




1 2 5 6 0 0
1 2 9 12 1 2
1 2 9 12 1 2
0 0 4 6 1 2
0 0 4 6 1 2

The factorisation in this example says that the two partial
rank profiles are both present in row 2 & 3. Using the
normal matrix product, the combined rankings for both
row 2 and 3 become v = (1, 2, 9, 12, 1, 2). This is an
invalid rank vector as it violates the definition of a rank
matrix (Definition 1), which requires values in each row
to belong to σ.
For this reason, we require a different choice for the 
operator. In this article, we will consider operators that are
based on semirings [18] to ensure that the output of a matrix
product remains within the range of valid ranks.
Definition 3 (Semiring). A semiring (σ,⊕,⊗) is a set σ
equipped with two binary operations⊕ and⊗ satisfying
the following properties:
• ⊕ is commutative: a⊕ b = b⊕ a;
• ⊗ and ⊕ are associative: a ⊗ (b ⊗ c) = (a ⊗ b) ⊗ c,
a⊕ (b⊕ c) = (a⊕ b)⊕ c;
• σ has identity elements for ⊕ and ⊗, indicated with
0 and 1, such that a⊗1 = a, 1⊗a = a, and a⊕0 = a;
• ⊗ left and right distributes over ⊕: a ⊗ (b ⊕ c) =
(a⊗ b)⊕ (a⊗ c), (a⊕ b)⊗ c = (a⊗ c)⊕ (b⊗ c);
• the 0 element annihilates for all elements in σ: 0⊗a =
a⊗ 0 = 0.
Semirings can be used to combine two matrices by
generalising the matrix product.
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Definition 4 (Matrix product based on semirings). The
matrix product for two matrices C and F based on a
semiring (σ,⊕,⊗) is defined as follows:
(C F)r,c = ⊕i(Cr,i ⊗ Fi,c).
The traditional matrix product is the matrix product based
on the (R,+,×) semiring. As shown earlier, we cannot use
this semiring as in the resulting matrix the resulting values
may not be valid.
Hence, we require a different semiring. In this article,
we will mainly focus on the max-product semiring, even
though other choices are also possible, such as the min-
product semiring.
Definition 5 (Max-product semiring). The max-product
semiring is the semiring (σ,⊕,⊗) in which a ⊕ b =
max(a, b) and a⊗ b = a× b.








1 2 5 6 0 0




1 2 5 6 0 0
1 2 5 6 1 2
1 2 5 6 1 2
0 0 4 6 1 2
0 0 4 6 1 2

Using the max-product semiring, we can combine the
two factorised matrices in Example 4 into a single matrix;
the two partial rank profiles are aggregated for user 2
and 3 by taking the maximum (green values).
Note that the max-product semiring chooses the highest
rank in case two ranks overlap. With a min-product semir-
ing the lowest value would be chosen.
Another important choice in the rank matrix factorisa-
tion framework is the choice of the scoring function f . In
this article we will limit our attention to additive scoring
functions.
Definition 6 (Additive scoring function). Given two matrices
M and R, a scoring function f(M,R) is additive if we can







where δ : σ×σ → R scores the difference between values
Mr,c and Rr,c.
The main arguments in favour of these choices are that they
are conceptually easy and that they enable more efficient
algorithms.
In subsequent sections we will demonstrate how to
apply this framework on two rank data mining problems,
namely Sparse RMF [7] and rank matrix tiling [1].
3 SPARSE MRMF
In this section, we study the first problem instance of sRMF,
called Sparse Max-product Semiring Rank Matrix Factorisation
or Sparse mRMF, which aims to find patterns of consistent
ranks, such as illustrated in Example 1. This problem was
first introduced in our previous work [7] and named Sparse
RMF there. Another example of Sparse mRMF is provided
below.
Example 6 (Sparse mRMF example).
M =

1 2 5 4 6 3
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 3 2 4 5 6
2 3 5 6 4 1









1 2 0 4 0 01 0 0 4 5 6
2 3 5 6 0 0

This example shows a rank matrix approximated by the
product of two smaller matrices. Rank matrix M consists of
five rows and six columns. Assuming no ties and complete
rankings, each row contains each of the numbers 1 to 6
exactly once. Sparse mRMF factorises matrix M into the
product of a binary 5× 3 matrix named C and a 3× 6 rank
matrix named F. Each row of matrix F is a sparse rank vector
with many zeros and can be interpreted as a local pattern.
Let R be the reconstructed matrix of the factorisation,
i.e., R = C  F. We say an entry Rr,c is covered if Rr,c > 0.





To support the aim of mining sparse patterns in rank
matrices, the scoring function δ (Definition 6), which mea-
sures the similarity between matrix M and matrix R, needs
to be designed such that it: 1) rewards patterns that have a
high coverage (ideally, the whole data would be covered),
and 2) penalises patterns that make a large error within the
cover of the factorisation. To achieve that aim, we define the
scoring function δ as follows:
δ(a, b) =
{
0 if b = 0;
α− |a− b| otherwise.
(3)
Here, a is an entry in matrix M and b is the corresponding
entry in matrix R. The term α defines how much reward
is given for covering a entry in the data; the larger α is,
the larger the patterns will be. The reward is lowered by
penalizing for errors; for errors higher than α the term
δ(a, b) will be negative. Hence, setting α low enough will
ensure that we will not cover the complete data.
The error term |a − b| is related to the Footrule distance,
which is a well-known distance for comparing rankings.
Definition 7 (Footrule distance). Given two rank vectors,
u = (u1, . . . , un) and v = (v1, . . . , vn), the Footrule
distance is defined as
∑n
i=1 |ui − vi|.
The α parameter balances errors against coverage. Indeed,
an alternative way of writing our scoring function is:




Rr,c>0 |Mr,c − Rr,c|.
Many other scoring functions could also be used to mea-
sure the disagreement between rows, for instance, Kendall’s
tau; see [19] for a survey. We choose the Footrule as it can
be calculated relatively efficiently.
Note that we do not take into account the error for
entries that are not covered; this reflects our interest in
discovering local patterns that not necessarily characterise
the complete data.
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Plugging this scoring function in our earlier framework,
we can summarise the problem of Sparse mRMF as follows.
Problem 1 (Sparse mRMF). Sparse mRMF is the rank matrix
factorisation problem obtained by using
• the max-product semiring;
• the set of permissible values σp = σ;
• the additive scoring function based on formula (3).
4 MAX-PRODUCT SEMIRING RANK MATRIX TILING
We study the second instance of sRMF called Max-product
Semiring Rank Matrix Tiling or mRMT. This problem was
first introduced in our previous work [1] and named ranked
tiling there. It aims to identify subsets of the data with
high ranks, as illustrated in Example 2. Another example
of mRMT is provided below.
Example 7 (mRMT example).
M =

1 2 5 4 6 3
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 3 2 4 5 6
2 3 5 6 4 1









0 0 0 0 0 00 0 1 1 1 1
0 1 1 1 0 0

This example shows a rank matrix in which the regions
with a rank higher than 3 are indicated by means of
two Boolean matrices; the matrix C identifies the rows
included in the tiles; the matrix F indicates the columns.
In comparison with Sparse RMF, in mRMT we do not
require that the ranks of the items are (approximately) the
same between different rows included in the tile; we only
require that sufficiently high ranks are included in a tile.
To formalise the mRMT problem, our first choice is to
limit the set of permissible values to {0, 1}; as a result, we
only characterise the columns included in the tiles.
Next, we define the scoring function δ as follows:
δ(a, b) =
{
0 if b = 0;
a− θ otherwise.
(4)
Again, in this scoring function we only look at those entries
of the rank matrix covered by the tiles. Here, however, we
give a higher score for a covered entry if its rank is higher;
if the rank is too low, the contribution of the entry may be
negative, which will discourage covering too many entries
with low ranks1.
Note that the effect of the parameter θ is the opposite of
the parameter α in Sparse mRMF: the higher we choose the
value θ, the smaller will be the tiles that will be found; the
higher we choose the value α, the larger the factors we will
find.
In summary, the mRMT problem can be defined as
follows.
Problem 2 (mRMT problem). The mRMT problem is the rank
matrix factorisation problem obtained using
1. Note that our choice for scoring the entries covered by tiles is
slightly different from the one in our earlier work [1], where we used
a more complex scoring function that also included a term that reflects
the number of tiles that covers a entry in the data. While this choice
was justified by the algorithm used in our earlier work, we will show
that the new algorithm presented in this article does not require the use
of this more complicated scoring function.
• the max-product semiring;
• the set of permissible values σp = {0, 1};
• the additive scoring function based on formula (4).
Note that the covered regions obtained by mRMT and
Sparse mRMF do not need to overlap. Sparse mRMF obtains
a decomposition with a low error in a large region of the
matrix. This covered region may consist of a part of the ma-
trix with neither low nor high ranks, while mRMT focuses
primarily on high ranks. In practice, however, there can be
overlap between the results of the methods: for instance,
if Sparse mRMF were configured to accept high noise and
mRMT were configured to accept relatively low ranks, the
region covered by mRMT is likely to be part of the region
covered by Sparse mRMF as well. In particular, if a− θ > 0
for a given entry in a tile, there is also a factorisation in
which α− |b− a| > 0 for the same entry; for instance, when
one sets α to a value α > (amax − θ), where amax is the
highest covered rank in the tile.
5 ALGORITHM
In this section, we will demonstrate how semiring rank
matrix factorisation problems can be solved. We will first
present a generic algorithm; subsequently we will discuss
the details for the two specific rank factorisation settings
and the optimisations we use to solve the semiring rank
factorisation problems more efficiently.
5.1 Generic Algorithm
First, we observe that semiring rank matrix factorisation is
related to many well-known hard data mining problems,
such as Boolean matrix factorisation [20] and tiling [21].
Exact algorithms are only likely to solve small instances.
As we wish to be able to analyse larger data matrices as
well, we will use a heuristic approach in this article. The
algorithm is summarised in Algorithm 1. The algorithm is
an EM-style algorithm, in which the matrix F is optimised
given matrix C, and matrix C is optimised given matrix F,
and we repeat the iterative optimisation until the optimal
score cannot be improved any more. This strategy was
used in our previous work [7] and in the context of matrix
factorisation before (see [13]).
We need to initialise the iterative process in a reasonable
way. The solution we choose is to initialise the matrix C
using the well-known k-means algorithm. To compute the
similarities of rank vectors in k-means, we use the Footrule
scoring function. The k-means algorithm clusters the rows
in k groups, which can be used to initialise the k columns of
C. Note that this results in initially disjoint patterns, in terms
of their covers, but the iterative optimisation approach may
introduce overlap.
The remaining question is how to solve the two optimi-
sation problems in the iterative loop. Our general approach
is to formulate these problems as integer linear programming
(ILP) problems. We will show next how this can be done in
a generic manner.
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Algorithm 1 sRMF algorithm
Require: Rank matrix M, integer k
Ensure: Factorisation C, F
1: Initialise C using k-means clustering
2: while not converged do
3: F← Optimise equation (1) given C
4: C← Optimise equation (1) given F
5: end while
5.2 Solving Sparse mRMF using Integer Programming
We will illustrate how to model semiring rank matrix fac-
torisation problems by using Sparse mRMF as an example.
Theorem 1 (Optimisation model for Sparse mRMF). Solu-
tions to the following optimisation model are solutions






(αAi,j − Yi,j) (5)
subject to
0 ≤ Ci,t ≤ 1 (6)
0 ≤ Fi,t ≤ n (7)
Ri,j ≥ Ci,tFt,j (8)
Ri,j ≤ Ci,tFt,j + (1− Bi,j,t)n (9)
Bi,j,t ∈ {0, 1} (10)∑
t
Bi,j,t = 1 (11)
Ai,j ∈ {0, 1} (12)
nAi,j ≥ Ri,j (13)
Ai,j ≤ Ri,j (14)
Mi,jAi,j − Ri,j ≤ Yi,j (15)
−Mi,jAi,j + Ri,j ≤ Yi,j (16)
Here, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, 1 ≤ t ≤ k. M is the given
data matrix; variables R, C, F, B, A and Y are to be found.
The correctness of this model follows from the following
arguments:
• variables Ri,j encode the result of C  F: formula
(8) ensures that Ri,j ≥ maxt Ci,tFt,j ; formulas (9)-
(11) ensure that Ri,j ≤ Ci,tFt,j for one choice for
t (indicated by Bi,j,t), which in combination with
formula (8) means that the maximum is chosen;
• formulas (12)-(14) ensure that variables Ai,j encode
those entries that are covered by the factorisation;
i.e., Ai,j = 1 iff Ri,j > 0;
• formulas (5), (15) and (16) encode the additive scor-
ing function based on formula (3); formula (15)
and (16) ensure that Yi,j ≥ |Mi,jAi,j − Ri,j | =
|Mi,jAi,j − Ri,jAi,j | = |Mi,j − Ri,j |Ai,j ; as we look
for maximal solutions in formula (5), which can only
be obtained when Yi,j is minimal, we can conclude
that Yi,j = |Mi,j − Ri,j |Ai,j . The optimisation cri-
terion for one entry (i, j) can then be written as
αAi,j − |Mi,j − Ri,j |Ai,j = (α − |Mi,j − Ri,j |)Ai,j ,
which corresponds to equation (3).
Note that this modeling approach can trivially be modi-
fied to solve variations of the Sparse mRMF problem; e.g., to
deal with a min-product semiring we only need to modify
equations (8)–(11).
A problem with the model above is that it is not a
linear model if we would need to search for both F and C;
equations (8) and (9) calculate a product over two matrices.
However, if we assume that one of these is fixed, the model
is linear, and consequently, in each iteration of our algorithm
we can use integer linear programming solvers, which are
specialised solvers for finding solutions to linear models
such as the model above.
5.3 Solving mRMT using Integer Programming
A similar approach can be used for mRMT. The most
straightforward model is a modification of the Sparse
mRMF model, in which:
• formula 7 is modified to 0 ≤ Fi,t ≤ 1, to represent
the different permissible values;
• formula 5 is modified into Ai,j(Mi,j − θ) to reflect
the different optimisation criterion;
• formulas 15 and 16 are removed.
However, this model is unnecessarily complex. In mRMT
we have Ai,j = Ri,j , while Ai,j can be calculated more
efficiently. Instead, we can also use the following model.
Theorem 2 (IP model for mRMT). Solutions to the following






(Mi,j − θ)Ai,j (17)
subject to









Here, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, 1 ≤ t ≤ k. M is the given
data matrix; variables A, C and F are to be found.
This model can be solved more efficiently as it contains a
much smaller number of variables.
5.4 Efficient Parallel Search
In the solution discussed above, we repeatedly solve integer
linear programs to determine C and F. These integer linear
programs are still hard to solve and involve finding m × k
and k × n assignments, respectively, for matrices C and F.
We use the following properties to make solving these
integer linear programs more efficient:
• the reconstructed matrix R is calculated based on a
matrix product over a semiring;
• the scoring function is additive.
The consequence of these properties is that for a given
C, optimal values for all columns of F can be determined
independently of each other; similarly, for a given F, the
rows of C can be determined independently of each other.
Consider the case of determining C given F, i.e., deter-
mining the optimal occurrences of given rank patterns for
each row. Given that our scoring function is additive, the
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error score for one row in the reconstructed matrix R will not
affect the error made for another row. Furthermore, given
the use of products based on semirings, a row in the recon-
structed matrix R is only determined by the corresponding
row in the matrix C and the complete rank matrix F.
We exploit this property by running the solver for each
row of C to determine the optimal solution for each row
independently.
A further consequence of the independence of rows
is that we can determine row assignments in parallel to
each other. Consequently, we can distribute the optimisation
problem over multiple cores of a CPU.
To implement our system, we relied on the OscaR system
[22], which is an open source Scala toolkit for solving
Operations Research problems. OscaR supports a modelling
language for ILP. We configured OscaR to use the Gurobi2
IP solver as the back-end solver. A benefit of OscaR/Scala is
that it has built-in support for exploiting multiple cores to
solve independent optimisation problems in parallel.
6 EXPERIMENTS WITH SYNTHETIC DATA
We experiment on two sets of synthetic datasets to 1)
evaluate the algorithms and 2) compare the patterns that
mRMT and Sparse mRMF identify. The first set of data was
generated for our previous work [1], where it was mainly
used to demonstrate the capabilities of mRMT, including its
suitability for data having incomparable rows. We will use
the second set of data to demonstrate that Sparse mRMF is
capable of recovering order-preserving patterns.
6.1 Synthetic data with implanted tiles
For the first set of experiments we used synthetic data
with incomparable rows, i.e., rows having different scales,
to show that mRMT finds the relevant patterns in such
data while bi-clustering methods do not. Since bi-clustering
methods work on numeric data, we use a simple generative
model to generate continuous data. This numeric data is
then transformed to a rank matrix to apply mRMT. For
bi-clustering, we choose the constant-row setting, as there
are many bi-clustering algorithms designed for this type of
pattern and it is conceptually close to mRMT.
Data generation [1]. To generate synthetic datasets, we first
generate background data, and then implant a number of
constant-row bi-clusters with higher average values.
The values within each row are sampled, with a certain
probability, from one of two distributions: one that repre-
sents background noise and one that is likely to interfere
with the implanted patterns. First, for each row r, we
uniformly sample µ1r, µ
2
r from two ranges:
µ1r ∼ U(0, 3),∀r ∈ R (21)
µ2r ∼ U(3, 5),∀r ∈ R (22)
Second, for every entry in a row, indicated by row r and
column c, we sample a latent binary variable Xr,c from a
2. http://www.gurobi.com/
Bernoulli distribution Bin(p, 1− p), given some p. Depend-
ing on the value of this latent variable, the data is sampled
from either the low-average or high-average distribution:
Dr,c ∼
{
N(µ1r, 1) if Xr,c = 1
N(µ2r, 1) otherwise
(23)
To plant a constant-row bi-cluster in a submatrix DR,C ,
specified by R and C , we use the following two equations:
∀r ∈ R, µr ∼ U(3, 5) (24)
∀r ∈ R, Dr,c ∼ N(µr, 1) (25)
Equation 24 is used to sample a mean for every row in a
bi-cluster. This mean is uniformly sampled from the range
[3 . . . 5], which is higher than the sampling range used for
the background ([0 . . . 3]).
Using this procedure we generated seven
1000 rows × 100 columns datasets, one for each
p ∈ {0.10, 0.15, 0.20, 0.25, 0.30, 0.35, 0.40}. We implanted
five ranked tiles in each dataset. Figure 1a depicts the
numerical dataset for p = 10%, Figure 1b depicts its
corresponding rank matrix.
Accuracy of the tiles found by mRMT. We now evaluate
the ability of the algorithm to recover the implanted ranked
tiles. We do this by measuring recall and precision, using
the implanted tiles as ground truth. Overall performance
is quantified by the F1 measure, which is the average of the
two scores.
We varied the threshold θ and ran mRMT to factorise
the rank matrix (k = 5) 10 times for each combination of θ
and dataset. Then, the result that had the highest score was
used to calculate the average precision, recall and F1 score
over these combinations. Figure 2a summarises the results.
When θ is around 60%, the algorithm achieves high accuracy
(average F1 = 88%). At lower thresholds precision is low,
while higher thresholds result in lower recall. This matches
our expectation, as higher thresholds result in smaller tiles
with higher values; this is also shown in Figure 5a, where
the higher thresholds result in lower coverage (thus lower
recall).
Comparison to cpRMT. In our previous work [1], we
used Constraint Programming for Rank Matrix Tiling (cpRMT).
cpRMT employs a greedy algorithm, i.e., it finds one tile,
removes that tile and finds another one. Table 1 shows that
the results obtained by mRMT are comparable to cpRMT.
This demonstrates that the new approach behaves properly.
Comparison to Sparse mRMF. To contrast the two types
of patterns that both methods discover, we also ran Sparse
mRMF on the generated datasets. Figure 1d shows the re-
constructed matrix produced by Sparse mRMF (k = 5, α =
20%) on the rank matrix generated with p = 0.2. It can
be seen that the result produced by Sparse mRMF includes
regions having low rank values (indicated in blue) instead
of only focusing on the regions having high ranks (in red).
As a result, its recall and precision are relatively low, which
can also be seen in Figure 2b. This confirms that the two
algorithms discover different types of rank patterns.
Comparison to Sparse pRMF. We ran the previous imple-
mentation of Sparse RMF [7], which uses linear algebra, i.e.,
the plus-product semiring, to calculate the matrix product,
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Fig. 1: Recovering five implanted ranked tiles from the first set of synthetic data. Figure 1c shows the part of the matrix covered











































Fig. 2: Sensitivity analysis for mRMT and Sparse mRMF on the
synthetic data with implanted tiles.
and hence is named Sparse Plus-product Semiring Rank Matrix
Factorisation or Sparse pRMF in this paper. Its rank profiles
were much denser than the ones by Sparse mRMF, which
resulted in low precision and very high recall (Table 1).
Comparison to bi-clustering. In the next experiment, we
compare our approach to several bi-clustering algorithms.
SAMBA [23] was designed for coherent evolution bi-
clusters, in which there is coherence of the signs of values,
i.e., up or down. The other methods discover coherent-
valued bi-clusters, of which a constant-row bi-clusters are a
special case. CC [24], Spectral [25], and Plaid [26] are avail-
able in the R biclust3 package. FABIA4 [27] and SAMBA5
were downloaded from their respective websites. ISA [28] is
from the R isa2 package6.
Since large noise levels make the recovery task hard
for any algorithm, we use one of the previously generated
datasets with average noise level, i.e., p = 0.20. We ran all
algorithms on this dataset and took the first five tiles/bi-
clusters they produced. For most of the benchmarked algo-
rithms, we used their default parameter values. For CoreN-
ode, we used msr = 1.0 and overlap = 0.5, as preliminary
experiments showed that this combination produced the
best result. For ISA, we applied its built-in normalisation
method before running the algorithm.
The results in Table 1 show that our algorithm achieves





TABLE 1: Comparison of mRMT, Sparse mRMF, and bi-
clustering methods. Precision, recall and F1 quantify how
accurately the methods recover the 5 implanted tiles. k = 5.
Algorithm Data type Pattern Precision Recall F1
mRMT Ranks Ranked tile 95% 81% 88%
cpRMT [1] Ranks Ranked tile 88% 83% 86%
Sparse mRMF Ranks Sparse rank profile 70% 70% 70%
Sparse pRMF [7] Ranks Sparse rank profile 26% 100% 63%
CoreNode [29] Numerical Coherent values 43% 72% 58%
FABIA [27] Numerical Coherent values 40% 24% 32%
Plaid [26] Numerical Coherent values 90% 6% 48%
SAMBA [23] Numerical Coherent evolution 67% 3% 35%
ISA [28] Numerical Coherent values 64% 44% 54%
CC [24] Numerical Coherent values 35% 22% 29%
Spectral [25] Numerical Coherent values - - -
methods, which were run on the original data. Note that
Spectral method [25] did not return any result. This indicates
that when the rows in a numerical matrix are incomparable,
converting the data to a rank matrix and applying mRMT is
a better solution than applying bi-clustering.
6.2 Synthetic data with implanted orders
In the second set of experiments, we evaluate the capability
of Sparse mRMF and mRMT to recover consistent rankings
of a subset of columns in a subset of rows. Hence, for this
we generate rank data with implanted orders.
Data generation. For each dataset, we first implant three
rank patterns and then generate its background information.
Patterns are created by generating a reference rank profile
and repeating this profile for a number of rows. Each
reference rank profile is generated by uniformly sampling
l integer numbers from the range [1 . . . n], where l is the
number of columns in the pattern. Noise is simulated by
swapping w number of column pairs for each row in the
pattern. After the patterns are implanted, each row is com-
pleted by a random permutation of the values in [1 . . . n] not
in its reference rank profile (i.e., the set difference).
We generate four 1000 rows × 400 columns datasets,
one for each w ∈ {0, 10, 20, 30}. In each dataset, we implant
three overlapping order-preserving rank patterns, each of
which spans 200 rows and 130 columns. Figure 3a shows
the dataset generated with w = 20.
Accuracy of the recovered tiles by Sparse mRMF. We
ran Sparse mRMF on the four simulated datasets with
k = 3 and varying values for the threshold α, i.e., α ∈
{10%, 20%, 30%}. For each combination of threshold and
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Fig. 3: Recovering three implanted rank profiles from the synthetic data with implanted orders. Figure 3a shows the data (w = 20).









































Fig. 4: Sensitivity analysis for Sparse mRMF and mRMT on the
synthetic data with implanted orders.
dataset, we ran the algorithm 10 times and used the result
that had the highest score. Similar to the previous experi-
ments, we also used precision and recall to evaluate recov-
ery accuracy. Figure 4a shows that Sparse mRMF succeeds in
recovering the three simulated patterns with high precision
and recall when α = 20%. As expected, Sparse mRMF
obtains high recall and low precision when the threshold
is increased (to 30%); Figure 5b shows that both coverage
and error increase steeply. When the threshold is (too) low,
i.e., α = 10% in this case, the implanted patterns cannot be
recovered. Hence, for this case, Sparse mRMF has low value
for both precision and recall.
Accuracy of the recovered tiles by mRMT. To contrast the
patterns that Sparse mRMF and mRMT discover, we also
run mRMT on this data. Figure 3c displays the regions cov-
ered by the best result produced by mRMT (on the synthetic
data shown in Figure 3a and with threshold θ = 60%). It
can be seen that these regions contain the high ranks of the
implanted patterns. In other words, mRMT only partially
recovers the reference rank profiles, which explains the low
recall in Figure 4b. This again confirms our expectations, as
Sparse mRMF and mRMT were designed for different types
of rank patterns.
We did not run our previous implementation of Sparse
RMF [7] on this dataset. This is because Sparse mRMF is a
more general setting and its results are a natural choice to
compare with mRMT. We also did not compare with BMF
[20] and the traditional tiling method [21] as converting rank













































Fig. 5: Evaluation of coverage and error scores for mRMT and
Sparse mRMF on the synthetic data with implanted tiles and
respectively on the synthetic data with implanted orders.
7 REAL WORLD CASE STUDIES
In this section we report on three real world case studies
concerning the European Song Festival, breast cancer sub-
types, and sushi consumption.
7.1 European Song Festival dataset
The Eurovision Song Contest (ESC) has been held annually
since 1956. Each participating country gives voting scores,
which are a combination of televoting and jury voting, to
competing countries. Scores are in the range of 1 . . . 8, 10,
and 12. Each country awards 12 points to its most favourite
country, 10 points to its second favourite, and 8 . . . 1 to
the third . . . tenth favourites respectively. The data can be
represented by a matrix in which rows correspond to voting
countries, columns correspond to competing countries, and
entry values to the scores.
The ESC dataset, collected and processed by Le Van et
al. [1], consists of 44 rows and 37 columns, corresponding to
44 voting countries and 37 competing countries, for the final
rounds of the period 2010 – 2013.
Running experiments. We ran Sparse mRMF with varying
values for the threshold α, i.e., α ∈ {5%, 10%, . . . , 30%}, for
each of which we factorised the rank matrix with different
k values, i.e., k ∈ {5, . . . , 12}. Figure 6a shows the average
coverage and error scores for the different α values. It can
be seen that, for α = 5%, Sparse mRMF made almost no
mistake (error = 0.04) but coverage is low (19%). When
α = 30%, on the other hand, Sparse mRMF covers almost
the entire matrix (> 90%) while having an average entry-
based error of 5, which might be acceptable as the range
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of the rank score in this dataset is [1 . . . 37]. In practice, we
would choose a threshold value based on coverage and/or
error depending on the background knowledge and prefer-
ences of the data miner. Here we choose α = 10% as the
corresponding error is low and the coverage is substantially
higher than that for α = 5%. Given α, we next have to
decide an appropriate value for k. For this we examine
Figure 6b, which shows the coverage for α = 10% and
varying k. We choose k = 10 as coverage appears to be
stable for higher k.
For mRMT we use the same parameter selection pro-
cedure as for Sparse mRMF. Figure 6c depicts average
coverage and error scores obtained by mRMT with varying
θ values. We choose θ = 80% as both coverage and error
decrease slowly beyond that point. Similarly, we choose
k = 10 based on Figure 6d. This configuration is also used
for cpRMT.
Voting patterns. The heatmaps of the reconstructed ma-
trix obtained by Sparse mRMF and the covered matrix
by mRMT are shown in Figures 7b and 7c respectively.
Compared to the original rank matrix in Figure 7a, the two
heatmaps show that the two methods strongly sparsified the
original rank matrix. The figures also show that the rank
profiles produced by Sparse mRMF contain both high and
low ranks while the ones produced by mRMT only indicate
the places where high ranks appear, as expected.
Table 2 illustrates the benefits of using the new formal-
isation for rank matrix factorisation. The result shows that
compared to Sparse pRMF [7], the old model, Sparse mRMF,
the new model, attains higher coverage (32% compared to
30%) and a lower error (1.12 compared to 1.59). Sparse
mRMF also enjoys a substantial increase of the overlap
among the rank profiles in their covered rows. However,
more computation is needed.
To show how the rank profiles produced by the two
methods can provide insight into the data, we visualise
two rank profiles of each method in Figure 8. They show
the typical voting behaviour of Western European countries
towards Nordic countries (Figures 8b and 8d), and that of
Eastern European countries toward some other countries
(Figures 8a and 8c). For example, countries in Eastern
Europe tend to give higher scores to Russia and Nordic
countries than to other countries. In general, the discovered
patterns confirm that countries tend to give high scores
to their neighbours, which confirms common knowledge
about the European Song Contest.
7.2 Discovering breast cancer subtypes
Breast cancer is known to be a heterogeneous disease that
can be categorised in clinical and molecular subtypes [30].
Assignment of patients to such subtypes is crucial to give
adapted treatments to patients. Computational models have
been proposed to integrate multiple data types and discover
cancer subtypes [31], [32], but these integrative subtyping
methods do not explicitly extract subtype-specific features.
The goal of this case study is to demonstrate that: 1) we can
integrate multiple data types that are inherently incompara-
ble but can be compared when transformed to rank data; 2)
we can simultaneously discover breast cancer subtypes and
their subtype-specific features.
TABLE 2: Performance statistics of the sRMF algorithms on
the European Song Festival dataset to discover k = 10
rank profiles. The error score is the average error in the
covered area when the score is an absolute value, and is
the percentage of entries in the covered region having ranks
below the threshold θ when the score is a relative. The
sparsity score is the average percentage of 0s in rank profiles.
The overlap score is the percentage of the covered rows
present in more than 1 rank profile.
Algorithm Coverage Error Sparsity Overlap Time/run
Sparse pRMF [7] 30% 1.59 59.7% 2% 3s
Sparse mRMF 32% 1.12 52.4% 30% 69.2s
mRMT 9.4% 3.3% 96.7% 95.5% 0.36s
cpRMT [1] 10.5% 10% 94.6% 82% 20s
The case study we present here concerns a simplified
setting of the one in our recent work [8]. We here consider a
single, integrated rank matrix and focus on mRMT.
Data pre-processing. We use the well-studied TCGA breast
cancer dataset [30], which provides the following four data
types for the same set of samples (patients): mRNA mea-
sured by microarray technology, microRNA measured by
RNA-Seq, proteins, and copy number variations (CNV).
We first selected all the tumour samples that have mea-
surements at the four molecular levels, which resulted in
363 samples. Second, we filtered mRNA and microRNAs
as in our previous study [1]. That is, we selected genes
based on their differential expression relative to normal
(non-tumour) samples. The filtering step resulted in 1761
mRNAs out of 17814 mRNAs and 138 microRNAs out of
1222 microRNAs. Third, we used all the protein data (131
proteins), which were post-processed by the UCSC genome
browser [33]. Finally, copy number regions (82 in total) were
identified with GISTIC tool [34], of which the analysis result
was provided together with the TCGA paper [30]. Finally,
each data level was converted to ranks and combined into a
single rank matrix consisting of 2112 rows and 363 columns.
Running experiments. As it is our aim to discover cancer
subtypes consisting of a number of tumor samples having
consistently similar expression patterns, Sparse mRMF is
not suitable for this type of application. Hence, for this case
study we restrict ourselves to mRMT.
We ran the parallel implementation of the mRMT
method on the TCGA breast cancer dataset with θ ∈
{55%, 60%, . . . , 90%} and k ∈ {5, . . . , 16}. For each com-
bination of the two parameters, we ran the algorithm 100
times and took the best result. Figure 9a shows the obtained
coverage and error scores with varying θ, from which we can
infer that there is no clear cut to choose θ in this case. In
general, the higher the threshold value, the lower the error
and the coverage. To trade off the coverage and the error, we
chose θ = 65%. Given the selected θ, we next had to decide
the value for k. We plotted the coverage score w.r.t k (Figure
9b) and then decided to stop at k = 10 as we found the
coverage score to increase only very slowly after that point.
With θ = 65% and k = 10, the average running time for
one run is 432s on a desktop computer (Intel(R) Core(TM)
i7-2600 CPU @ 3.40GHz, 8 threads, 16GB RAM). With the
chosen parameter values, the algorithm produces 10 over-



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































(c) The part of the data covered by mRMT
Fig. 7: EU Song Festival results show how Sparse mRMF and mRMT focus on specific structure and hence sparsify the data.
Figure 7a and Figure 7b have the same color key. In Figure 7c, ”red” is 1 and ”white” is 0.
(a) Tile 1 (Sparse mRMF) (b) Tile 6 (Sparse mRMF)
Competitors
Voters
(c) Tile 8 (mRMT)
Competitors
Voters
(d) Tile 7 (mRMT)
Fig. 8: Rank patterns discovered on the ESC dataset by Sparse mRMF and mRMT. For the results by Sparse mRMF (Figure 8a
and Figure 8b), the rank profiles, which depict the obtained voting scores of competitors, are painted in red; the corrresponding
rows (voting countries), which show the places where these rank profiles appear, are painted in green. For the results by mRMT
(Figure 8c and Figure 8d), voting countries are painted in dark colors and competing countries are painted in light colors.
lapping ranked tiles. Though the overlap structure can be
useful to study the similarity among the discovered sub-
types, for practical reasons we decided to choose a simple
interpretation in which each sample is assigned to a single
subtype. With this aim, we developed a post-processing
step in which each sample belonging to multiple subtypes
according to the mRMT method is assigned to the subtype
giving the highest rank score in Equation (17). Figure 10
shows the result obtained using this procedure.
Subtype analysis. First, we observe that most discovered
subtypes comprise all four types of features. The exceptions
are subtypes S1, S3, S5 and S7, which have mRNA, miRNA
and protein features but lack CNVs.
Next, we test to what extent the discovered subtypes
agree with known clinical information. To this end, we use
the PAM50 annotation [35], which classifies breast cancer
patients into four subtypes, Luminal A, Luminal B, Basal
and Her2, using the expression of 50 mRNAs. Figure 11
shows that our approach does not only match the PAM50
classification to a large extent, it also further refines known












































(b) θ = 65%
Fig. 9: Parameter tuning on breast cancer dataset.
subtypes. For example, our approach recovered the Basal
subtype in subtype S4; recovered the Her2 subtype in sub-
type S9 and sub-divided the Lumial A subtype into four
smaller groups, namely, subtype S2, S3, S5 and S10.
Comparison with cpRMT. We next compare mRMT with
cpRMT [1]. For a fair comparison, we ran cpRMT 100
times, repeating large neighbourhood search (LNS) as many
times as repeating mRMT procedure. Figure 12 shows that
mRMT obtains higher coverage and lower error scores than
cpRMT. This matches with our expectation as mRMT imple-
mentation employs a global optimisation procedure, whereas
cpRMT uses a greedy approach, i.e., it finds one ‘maximal’
ranked tile, removes it, and proceeds to find the next one.
Overall, we conclude that mRMT can identify cancer
subtypes and their features from several data types by
searching for patterns in rank data.
7.3 The Sushi dataset
The Sushi dataset, collected by Kamishima [4], contains
preferences of 5000 people over ten different sushi types.
We ran both Sparse mRMF and mRMT on this dataset.
With Sparse mRMF, we chose the same threshold values
(α = 20%; k = 8) as we used in our previous work [7]
for a fair comparison. With mRMT and cpRMT [1], we used
θ = 65% to select subjectively high rank values and k = 8
as in Sparse mRMF.
Table 3 shows that the rank profiles found by Sparse
mRMF have much larger overlaps and are sparser than the
previous model Sparse pRMF [7], while the average error
per covered entry is smaller. The only drawback are the
longer runtimes that come with these improved results.
cpRMT is slightly better than mRMT, as in this case the
number of the columns of the matrix is quite small, i.e., 10.
Figure 13 shows the eight rank profiles found by Sparse
mRMF and mRMT. In general, the customers have clear
preferences over the ten sushi types. For example, the first
rank profile F1 in Figure 13a depicts that there is a group of
customers preferring light sushi types, such as maguro, ebi,
and tekka maki, to oily and seasoning sushi like uni and
anago. Interestingly, the eighth rank profile F8 maintains
that there exists a group of customers who have completely
the opposite taste, preferring anago sushi to ebi sushi. We
observe similar rank patterns (but only for high ranks) in
the mRMT results in Figure 13b.
TABLE 3: Performance statistics of the sRMF algorithms on
the Sushi dataset [4] to discover k = 8 rank profiles. The
scores have the same meaning as those in Table 2.
Algorithm Coverage Error Sparsity Overlap Time/run
Sparse pRMF [7] 78.2% 1.31 13.8% 0% 53mi
Sparse mRMF 77.2% 1.22 41.3% 75.2% 2h32mi
mRMT 34.7% 7.3% 82.5% 92% 204s
cpRMT [1] 39% 3.6% 87.5% 99% 1h52mi
8 RELATED WORK
Rank aggregation [36] studies the problem of finding a sin-
gle rank profile that has the least discrepancy with all of the
rankings over the items provided by the users in a database.
This problem appears in domains such as aggregating user
preferences [37] and combining search results [38]. Although
rank aggregation is obviously related to the Sparse mRMF
setting with k = 1, there are still major differences between
the two lines of research. First, the rank profile produced by
rank aggregation is typically dense as rank aggregation aims
to find a profile that can match with the rankings of the
users as much as possible. In contrast, our Sparse mRMF
aims to find a sparse representation, which is a subset of the
complete ranking over the items that has the smallest error
of rank values in the largest number of users. Second, our
work on rank matrix factorisation aims at a framework to
mine different types of data regularities in rank data while
rank aggregation only aims at one type of rank pattern.
Discovering clusters of rankings is also related to our
work. A non-exhaustive list of work in this direction in-
cludes [3], [39], [40], [41], [42], [43]. Similar to the rank
aggregation setting discussed above, such methods look for
complete rankings of all items, which are typically dense.
In contrast, our sRMF model aims to find multiple types of
rank patterns, which are sparse. Besides that, these methods
only aim at one type of rank pattern while our work aims at
a framework for mining different rank patterns.
Traditional matrix factorisation methods aim to find
factorisations that are as close as possible to the original
matrix, while sRMF is in favor of factorisations that can
capture patterns users are interested in. This means that
we do not aim to completely recover the original matrix,
as long as the detected patterns can capture the main
structure in the matrix. In this regard, our work is related
to sparse dictionary learning [16], [44], [45]. However, the
strategy to define the optimisation functions to find the
sparse encodings is different. In sparse dictionary learning
[16], a distance function is defined to minimise the error
between the original matrix and the reconstructed matrix
for all data points; it encourages to cover less of the data
by using regularisation. In Sparse mRMF and mRMT, the
scoring functions are defined in such a way that covering
more data is encouraged, while having lower error in the
covered region rather than in the whole data matrix.
sRMF uses semirings [18] to define the matrix product to
factorise rank matrices. Karaev et al. [46] also used this idea
to factorise non-negative real-valued matrices. However,
Karaev et al. [46] aimed at a factorisation of which the
reconstructed matrix is as close to the original matrix as
possible. Hence, the factorised matrices are typically dense,
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Fig. 10: mRMT on heterogeneous breast cancer data. The rows correspond to mRNA, miRNA, protein and CNV levels, the
columns correspond to breast cancer samples. High expression values are represented by red, low expression by blue. The
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Fig. 11: Percentages of PAM50 samples in the subtypes
discovered in the breast cancer data.
which contrasts with our proposed models.
sRMF identifies sparse rank profiles that occur in a num-




















































































Fig. 12: Comparing mRMT with cpRMT on the breast cancer
dataset. In both cases, θ was set to 65%.
between subsets of columns and subset of rows. Hence, our
work is related to bi-clustering [17] and tiling [21], but is
different because of the type of regularities it aims to find.
The literature describes four types of bi-clusters: constant-
valued, constant-row, constant-column and coherent [17]. In
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(a) Sparse mRMF (b) mRMT
Fig. 13: Sushi preference patterns found by Sparse mRMF and mRMT. The bottom row below the heatmaps, indicated by #,
shows the number of users having the corresponding rank profile.
mRMT, the absolute values within the specified areas mat-
ter, i.e., the values must be higher than a given threshold.
In Sparse mRMF, a ranking over a subset of items must
be consistent in a number of rows. This is clearly different
from the objectives of bi-clustering, as also demonstrated
by the results presented in Section 6.1. In tiling, the task is
to search for set of tiles (that is, a tiling) in a 0/1 matrix,
which is obviously different from the rank data that we
investigate in this paper. Note that BMF [20] can discover
a set of noisy tiles to approximate Boolean matrices. By
constraining σp = {0, 1} and using an appropriate scoring
function, sRMF can also perform BMF [20] and tiling [21].
9 CONCLUSIONS
Rank data is ubiquitous and useful. To discover regularities
hidden in this type of data, new methods are needed.
We developed a generic semiring rank matrix factorisa-
tion framework for mining sets of patterns. We proposed
to use a max-product semiring defined on permissible rank
values of the data to calculate the matrix product of the two
factorised matrices. To mine a specific type of data regular-
ity, we proposed to use the two factorised matrices to define
the patterns of interest by constraining the values of these
matrices as well as an appropriate scoring function to mea-
sure the quality of the factorisation. We demonstrated how
the proposed framework can be applied on two existing
rank data mining problems, namely rank matrix tiling [1]
and Sparse RMF [7]. Modelling the two problems using this
framework illustrates the expressiveness and flexibility of
the approach. Experiments on both synthetic datasets and
real world problems show that the framework is capable of
discovering different types of structure as well as obtaining
high quality solutions.
In the future, we are interested in 1) developing model
selection techniques for the selection of the value for hyper-
parameter k, e.g., inspired by MDL-based techniques such
as Krimp [10]; 2) applying the sRMF framework for other
types of rank patterns; 3) improving the solving algorithms.
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